OUTDOOR TECH.

YOWIE ARMOUR KIT

SHOCK PROOF

CASE & GLASS SCREEN PROTECTOR

*LIFETIME WARRANTY
Hi.
Good call on picking up the Outdoor Tech Yowie Armour Kit. Your experience of the universe will soon be enhanced. This manual exists to help make sure that you use them correctly, so you’re definitely going to want to relax for a hot second and look through this.

Kisses,
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WHAT'S INSIDE

Phone Case
Tempered Glass Screen Protector

Wet Cleaning Wipes
Dry Cleaning Wipes

+ Phone Case
+ Screen Protector
+ Wet Cleaning Wipes
+ Dry Cleaning Wipes
+ Instruction Manual
+ Two ODT stickers
**ANATOMY**

- Tempered glass screen protector
- Black rubber TPU bumper case with polycarbonate clear back.
GETTING STARTED

1. Tear open the wet wipe. Clean your screen real good, seriously. One last polish and then don't touch it. Let it rest for a second.

2. The moment of truth is near. Carefully peel back the protective film. Deep breath.

3. Line up the home button and speaker grill. Lay it down with grace. Once it's on it's on, no second chances.

*Lifetime warranty on the Yowie glass. If the Yowie glass breaks we will replace it for free.*
Slide phone into the case bottom first then peel rubber frame up around the top corners for a secure fit.
K, bye.
DON’T BE SO ANTISOCIAL

Facebook.com/outdoortech
Twitter & Instagram: @outdoortech

Questions, comments, complaints, secret desires, or just to say what’s up: email info@outdoortech.com

K bye.

www.outdoortech.com